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Introduction 

 

Paediatric medication error - and prescribing error specifically – is one of the most important patient 

safety threats in children.1 It is prevalent, affecting 13 percent of paediatric prescriptions,2 and 

potentially lethal, with fatalities all-too-commonly reported.3 Compared with adults, evidence 

suggests that errors occur more frequently in children2 and may be up to three times more likely to 

cause harm.4  

Yet despite increasing recognition of this problem – and recent calls from the World Health 

Organization to reduce medication-related harm5 - the goal of improved medication safety in 

children has not been fully realised. Experts suggest that an in-depth understanding of the nature 

and causes of errors is essential to underpin improvement,6 but point to a lack of specific study in 

children.7 This is especially important because evidence about the causes of errors in adults, while 

informative, does not reflect significant differences in paediatric medication use. 

What evidence does show is that pharmacists can play a primary role in supporting prescribing 

safety.8 Their roles include identifying errors, guiding prescribers, giving feedback, delivering 

education, and leading quality improvement initiatives. Yet each of these roles is more likely to be 

effective if informed by detailed evidence about prescribing errors and their underlying causes.  

The purpose of this article is to help improve the safety of prescribing for children by reviewing 

evidence about causes of errors and potential solutions. It is intended to be relevant to practitioners 

in both primary and secondary care, although, given that most research has been conducted in 

secondary care, it is acknowledged that this setting is emphasised. The article is comprised of two 

main sections. The first summarises the nature of paediatric prescribing errors, systemic frameworks 

for understanding  error causation, and up-to-date evidence about how they happen. The second 

section, Supporting safer prescribing, carries forward information about the causes of errors to 

review how pharmacists can promote safer prescribing for children, with a specific focus on 

prescribing education and feedback.  

 

  



Background 

 

The prescribing process 

 

As part of a chain that also includes dispensing, administration and monitoring, prescribing 

represents just one element of safe medication delivery. In guidance that sets out standards of 

practice, prescribing is defined as an integrated process with multiple component steps, which 

include patient assessment, medication choice (as a shared decision with the patient), prescription 

writing, providing information, and monitoring.9,10 Although prescription writing has been most 

extensively studied within clinical audit and research, prescribing errors can occur within any of 

these important phases. Published definitions of prescribing error reflect this conception of 

prescribing11, with Ghaleb et al. suggesting that a clinically meaningful prescribing error occurs when 

a prescribing decision or prescription reduces the probability of treatment being timely and 

effective, or increases risk of harm when compared with generally accepted practice’.12 While much 

of the evidence discussed within this review relates to errors in prescription writing, the authors 

advocate use of a broad definition of error such as this that encompasses other aspects of 

prescribing, such as medication choice or communication with patients, because this approach 

offers the greatest potential to improve practice. 

 

The nature of paediatric prescribing errors  

 

Epidemiology and harm 

Paediatric prescribing errors are common, with a UK multicentre study identifying errors (using the 

previously stated definition12) in 13.4% of medication orders in hospitalised children.2 While there is 

a lack of comparable study in primary care, one study found that, within a one year period, 26.1% of 

children in primary care received an off-label prescription. While prescribing off-license is not an 

error in itself, the authors suggested that 75-85% of these prescriptions were associated with 

error.13 

 

Most errors are intercepted prior to or during administration and do not reach patients,14 a fact that 

may explain why some opportunities to improve practice are not taken. Even when errors do reach 

patients, they often do not lead to harm.15 This offers limited reassurance, however, because the 

overall prevalence of error is so high that many serious errors do occur. Moreover, the most severe  



errors have catastrophic outcomes: a study of published UK newspaper articles, for example, 

identified 29 fatal paediatric medication errors reported over an eight year period.3  

 

The economic burden of prescribing errors is also significant. A recent analysis estimated that 66 

million potentially clinically significant medication errors occur in England each year, with an 

associated cost of £98 million, a significant proportion of which affect children.16 There are also 

human costs to errors that are difficult to quantify and have received little attention in research. 

These include emotional damage to patients and families and loss of trust in healthcare providers 

involved in their treatment. Prescribers, dispensary staff, and those involved in administration also 

suffer distress and anguish from involvement in errors, with associated long term psychological 

impacts.17  

 

Error types  

Ghaleb et al. found that, in paediatric inpatients, 41% of errors resulted from incomplete 

prescriptions and 24% from inappropriate use of abbreviations (such as those included on the 

National Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention (NCC MERP) 

Dangerous Abbreviations list18).2 Arguably errors such as these – for example, abbreviating 

micrograms to ‘mcg’ - are particularly important in children because unfamiliarity with paediatric 

dose ranges may make them more difficult for staff to detect.19 Besides these errors in prescription 

writing, dosing errors have repeatedly been found to be the most common prescribing error type in 

children.20,21 This includes tenfold dosing errors, an error type frequently associated with severe, 

potentially lethal, harm.22 Due to methodological differences between studies, it is unclear whether 

dosing errors are more common in children than adults, but this is likely due to the very high 

reliance on individualised dosing in paediatrics.19 

 

High risk groups 

Given that prescribing error is so common and that analysing causes of errors can be a complex and 

time-consuming process, it makes sense to prioritise high risk errors. Risk is a function of the 

frequency with which error occurs and the likelihood that it will lead to (severe) harm.23 Tools such 

as the NCC MERP Index for Categorizing Medication Errors may assist in assigning risk, although it 

may be worth considering harm that could have resulted, not just actual outcome.24 Whether harm 

results from an error depends on the medication involved, the type and magnitude of the error, the 

likelihood that the error will be detected, and the age of the patient and their ability to tolerate the 

error’s effects. This definition of risk implies that both commonly-used medications with 



comparatively low risk of harm and infrequently used but more hazardous medications can be 

considered ‘high risk’ and worthy of prioritisation within medication safety efforts.  

 

A recent analysis of over 500 reported prescribing errors found that high risk aspects of practice 

include the neonatal age group, particularly when these patients are cared for in NICU settings, 

medication dosing, and specific drugs (Table 1).25 While it should be noted that reported incident 

data may not be representative,26 this evidence suggests that medications implicated in paediatric 

errors differ from those in adults, in whom bronchodilators, anticoagulants, and cardiovascular 

drugs are frequently involved.27 This finding is likely to reflect different patterns of medication use in 

children. Medications deemed high risk in adults (according to the US based Institute for Safe 

Medication Practices28) that are also commonly involved in paediatric errors include opiates, 

benzodiazepines and insulin. Children’s size and physiologic immaturity, however, also leaves them 

vulnerable to harm from medications not formally classified as high-risk, such as when a neonate 

receives an overdose of intravenous paracetamol.29 

 

Table 1: Medications most commonly involved in reported prescribing errors in children in secondary 

care (n=541)*25 

Medication  Reported prescribing errors; n (%) 

Antimicrobials 118 (22%) 

Paracetamol 65 (12%) 

Intravenous fluids 41 (8%) 

Parenteral nutrition 41 (8%) 

Opiates 23 (4%) 

Corticosteroids 22 (4%) 

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 22 (4%) 

Benzodiazepines 18 (3%)  

Anticonvulsants 17 (3%) 

Insulin 12 (2%) 

*Prescribing errors reported in children aged 0-16 in Northern Ireland secondary care, 2011-201525 

Medications in bold type are on the Institute for Safe Medication Practices high-alert medication list28 

 

In many cases, factors that increase likelihood of error may be associated with an increased 

likelihood of harm, in what can be considered a ‘perfect storm’. For example, premature neonates 



are difficult to prescribe safely for, are cared for in pressurised intensive care environments, and are 

particularly vulnerable to errors’ effects.4 

 

Other clinical settings may also predispose to errors. Authors have proposed that children are 

particularly challenging group in which to use medications safely,29,30 implying that receiving care in 

non-specialist paediatric settings might increase risk of error due to staff being less experienced in 

prescribing for children and having less access to resources such as support from paediatric 

pharmacists. There is little empirical study to shed light on this theory, however, with settings such 

as primary care, where children receive a high volume of care, underrepresented in current 

research. 

 

 

  



How paediatric prescribing errors happen  

 

Understanding error causation 

To prevent errors, healthcare first needs to develop a culture that views error as a systemic problem, 

in which practitioners’ contribution to error causation are considered as part of their wider working 

context. Several frameworks exist to support practitioners in elucidating errors’ complex underlying 

causes.  

The Swiss cheese model of accident causation (commonly referred to as ‘the Swiss cheese model’), 

developed by the psychologist James Reason, is the best known theory of error causation in 

healthcare31 and has been used to investigate medication errors specifically.32 It contends that 

systems have multiple layers designed to prevent errors, but that each layer has holes, like Swiss 

cheese (Figure 1). When these holes align – that is, when problems exist within each layer - errors 

occur. The Yorkshire Contributory Factors Framework, which draws on Reason’s work, is an 

evidence-based model that can also be used to support in-depth analysis.33 

 



Figure 1. Reason’s Swiss cheese model of accident causation as applied to prescribing error (from 

Dornan et al.,27 adapted from Coombes et al.34; used with permission) 

Perhaps less well known is Reason’s three bucket model of error likelihood, which argues that the 

occurrence of error relates to the ‘amount of bad stuff in three buckets’: self, context and task. 35 In 

other words, the risk of error depends on the current state of the practitioner, the error potential of 

the task, and the contextual factors at play. As each bucket is filled, the potential for error increases. 

This model helpfully makes clear that the nature of the task affects the risk of error, which is 

pertinent to the often highly-complex act of prescribing for a child.  

 

More recently, focus has shifted onto prescribing behaviour – prescribers’ actions and practices that 

can lead to error.36 The Capability-Opportunity-Motivation – Behaviour (COM-B) model contends 

that, for a behaviour to occur, an individual must have capability, opportunity, and motivation.37 

 

Capability is the ‘physical or psychological capacity to engage in the activity concerned’, which 

includes a prescriber’s knowledge and skills. Opportunity is subdivided into physical opportunity – 

features of the physical environment that enable (or disable) behaviour - and social opportunity – 

‘social and cultural features that determine how people think about things’. Motivation involves 

‘brain processes that energise or direct behaviour’. These processes can be ‘automatic’ – based on 

‘emotions, impulses or innate dispositions’ – or reflective – involving conscious decision-making 

involving evaluation or plans.  

 

Capability, motivation, and opportunity interact with one another; for example, a more capable 

prescriber might feel more confident, and therefore more motivated, to complete a particular task. 

Alternatively, a practitioner faced with a complex prescription might feel that support is difficult to 

access (social opportunity) affecting their motivation and leading them to act beyond their 

limitations. Analysing this situation using COM-B may prompt consideration of solutions such as 

increasing availability of support or the prescriber’s ability to request it, rather than presuming that 

the prescriber has knowledge deficits that need to be addressed. COM-B’s focus on practitioner 

behaviour is useful not because errors should be seen a problem for which individuals should be 

blamed, but because supporting individual behaviour change has the potential to impact clinical 

outcomes. 

  



Causes of prescribing errors in children  

With these frameworks in mind, it is appropriate to consider specific evidence about the causes of 

prescribing errors. Drawing on evidence from adult settings suggests that the causes of prescribing 

errors are complex. Most errors occur when multiple contextual factors – such as haphazard working 

environments, poor communication, and individual shortcomings - come together.27 A recent 

review, which assembled published literature on causes of prescribing errors in children, found that 

these factors are also likely to apply to paediatric prescribing. It also showed, however, that 

prescribing errors in children result from factors specific to prescribing for children.19 

Paediatric-specific causes of errors 

Stemming from fundamental differences between children and adults, the review implicated five 

paediatric-specific factors in prescribing errors: individualised dosing and calculations; off-license 

prescribing; different medication formulations; communication with children and parents; and 

inexperience working with children.19 

Individualised dosing, the practice of prescribing a specific dose for each patient based on weight, 

and the consequent requirement to perform calculations, is the factor most frequently cited as a 

cause of prescribing errors.19 While individualised dosing is also associated with error in adults,38 the 

widespread requirement to use this practice in children is likely to explain the increased prevalence 

of paediatric dosing errors mentioned previously. Individualised dosing leads to error in several 

ways. Prescribers find calculations challenging, often making errors even in controlled classroom 

settings,39 with most prescribers appearing susceptible, particularly when distracted, in contrast to 

the belief that this represents incompetence within a minority.40 Some errors occur because some 

calculations are particularly complex, while others are ‘slips’, such as misplaced decimal points.22 

Errors also happen when prescribers fail to adjust doses as children grow, do not recognise that 

children are over-or under-weight, or act on incorrect weight measurements.19 While electronic 

prescribing has the potential to prevent errors related to individualised dosing and calculations, 

evidence suggests that they continue to occur even after its implementation, as discussed below.41 

Off-license prescribing is a common practice in children due to a lack of paediatric evidence about 

medication use.13,42 While off-license prescribing is an accepted and necessary part of paediatric 

practice, evidence shows an association with increased risk of error.42 Off-license prescribing places 

additional responsibilities on prescribers to choose suitable formulations, especially when using 

‘special’ extemporaneous preparations,43 yet limited clear information may be available.  



The use of different medication formulations is another common part of paediatric practice, 

particularly the liquid preparations required for use in younger children.44 This contributes to errors 

because prescribers miscalculate when they have to convert units, such as millilitres to milligrams, or 

because they choose to prescribe inappropriately by volume instead of weight. This type of error 

persists because many medications exist in formulations with multiple different strengths,45 despite 

efforts to work with pharmaceutical companies to standardise and rationalise concentrations of 

medicines and to encourage practitioners to use standardised formulations.46 Risk from these errors 

is compounded because, in young children, a volume may seem plausible yet represent a significant 

overdose. Besides concentration, prescribers using liquid formulations must also consider issues 

such as excipient content43 (phenobarbital liquid, for example, commonly contains a high percentage 

of alcohol) and taste and palatability.47 Other formulation types, primarily designed for use in adults, 

may also cause issues that prescribers must take account of: for example, tablets may need to be 

split, crushed and dispersed to enable administration. 

Communication with children and parents also leads to errors. This is relevant during medicines 

reconciliation, when parents sometimes give inaccurate or incomplete information or state doses 

only in millilitres, obligating prescribers to establish a correct solution strength and calculate a dose 

in milligrams.48,49 Errors may also occur when prescribers change the solution strength of a 

medication without informing parents (who continue to administer the same volume)50 or when 

prescribers verbally inform parents of updated doses but fail to pass the information on to the 

child’s GP. These problems may be exacerbated in paediatrics, in which medications are frequently 

‘red-listed’, whereby prescribing is retained by the patient’s specialist team rather than their GP. 

The specific nature of prescribing, outlined above, means that inexperience working with children 

contributes to errors. For example, errors occur when doctors more familiar with working with 

adults prescribe set doses instead of basing them on weight, or rely on memory instead of looking 

things up. On some occasions, inexperienced prescribers may perceive a lack of senior support but 

feel the need to prescribe anyway. 

Together, these factors show that prescribing for children presents specific challenges that cause 

difficulty for prescribers. This is compounded by the fact that most prescribing is delegated to 

inexperienced junior doctors who may be more familiar with prescribing for adults.27 Box 1 sets out 

some practical pitfalls that commonly occur when prescribing for children. Pharmacists should 

consider the specific challenges in prescribing for children when reviewing prescribed medication or 

when analysing errors and providing education and feedback. 



Box 1. Paediatric prescribing pitfalls 

Prescribing an overdose for an overweight child by calculating the dose on actual weight rather 

than age or ideal bodyweight e.g. prescribing 1g of paracetamol for an obese, 70kg 12 year old 

Prescribing an overdose for an underweight child by using an age banded dose 

Performing complex calculations while distracted and without seeking a second check 

Failing to update doses as children grow and their weight or the dosing schedule changes e.g. not 

increasing an anticonvulsant dose to maintain therapeutic levels at a yearly clinic review 

Prescribing without a weight or using an incorrect weight  

Misinterpreting paediatric dosing schedules e.g. being asked to prescribe an anticonvulsant as 

20mg/kg/day (i.e. in divided doses), but prescribing 20mg/kg twice daily 

Having difficulty interpreting unclear or competing reference sources for off-license medications 

Inappropriately prescribing a dose by volume instead of weight, particularly where multiple 

solution strengths exist e.g. taking a medication history from a parent and transcribing 

propranolol 5ml bd (of which medicinal forms range from 1mg/ml to 10mg/ml)  

Making a mistake when converting millilitres to milligrams during medicines reconciliation 

Failing to communicate medication changes to parents e.g. changing a preparation to a different 

strength but not telling parents that the volume for administration has changed  

Using set doses from memory instead of looking them up and basing them on age or weight e.g. 

prescribing 1.2g of co-amoxiclav for a 30kg 10 year old 

Using adult practices when prescribing for a child, such as not using paediatric IV fluid rules e.g. 

prescribing 1L of intravenous fluid over eight hours for a 14 year old girl 

 

Wider causes of errors 

Most evidence relating to the causes of prescribing errors in children comes from literature reviews 

and expert opinion and relates to the paediatric-specific factors described above. In other words, 

there is a lack of primary research on the wider causes of prescribing errors in children. Two recent 

paediatric studies, however, point to social, environmental and contextual factors underlying errors.  

Bannan et al. studied the causes of prescribing errors on a paediatric oncology ward using the COM-

B framework outlined previously.36 They found that a mix of factors contributed to errors, including 

a lack of knowledge, over-reliance on specialist opinions, and trying to balance prescribing with 

other competing tasks. Sutherland et al.. explored the human factors that contributed to prescribing 



errors in a paediatric intensive care unit setting.51 They demonstrated the scale of the prescribing 

task – finding that 30 subtasks were involved – and proposed that cognitive burden on prescribers 

was the main factor associated with error. This related to ‘physical’ factors, such as fatigue, 

distractions and interruptions and ‘psychological’ factors, relating to inexperience and a lack of 

support and information to assist prescribers. 

These recent studies suggests that, as in adult practice, paediatric prescribing errors result from a 

mix of factors including busy workplace environments, miscommunication, and individuals grappling 

with highly contextualised and complex tasks, rather than a simple lack of knowledge.27 This mirrors 

the findings of the EQUIP study, which concluded that ‘when a deficiency of knowledge ... caused an 

error, it was not the sole cause ... and the knowledge that was a lacking was a complex, contextual 

type of knowledge more than the underpinning theory… taught in undergraduate programmes.’27 

While there remains an urgent need for further research (including studies conducted in settings 

that do not care for children exclusively, such as primary care), the current evidence makes it clear 

that, to promote safer paediatric prescribing, both paediatric-specific and wider contextual factors 

that cause errors must be addressed. 

Errors associated with electronic prescribing 

Electronic prescribing (EP) refers to systems by which prescriptions can be digitally generated and 

transmitted. They often incorporate clinical decision support (CDS) – computerised systems that 

assist prescribers by, for example, providing dosing information, issuing warnings or automating 

calculations. In practice, however, studies reporting the impact of EP in paediatric hospitals have 

shown varied results, ranging from a slight increase in mortality to significant decreases in 

prescribing errors.52–65 These discrepant results may reflect both the range of different EP systems 

that are in use and heterogeneity in the way that they are implemented and managed. 

 

Reports of the nature of errors associated with EP from the paediatric population are scarce. Nelson 

et al. reported on EP errors in a paediatric emergency department, finding the most common error 

types to be incomplete prescriptions and incorrect dose.66 In a study from a French hospital 

analysing pharmacist interventions within EP, lack of patient weight and incorrect frequency and 

dose were the most common errors.67 These studies suggested that errors related to EP were similar 

in nature across the paediatric age spectrum. While evidence is limited, it is notable that dosing 

errors remain common despite EP’s potential to support practitioners with dose selection and 

calculations.  



 

EP can also introduce new error types. A typical example is prescribers’ tendency to override 

frequently-occurring warnings offered by CDS systems – so-called ‘alert fatigue’.68 Moreover, EP 

systems rely heavily on careful implementation and optimisation. Yet there is no single UK EP 

system, and most have to support prescribing for all age groups and may lack the specific 

adaptations – such as mandating weight-dependent dosing – required for paediatric practice.68 In 

fact, Fox et al. found that, when prescribing for children using seven different systems, EP failed to 

prevent the input of potentially harmful erroneous prescriptions in 91% of cases,41 implying that EP 

cannot be fully relied upon to prevent errors despite the additional safeguards it offers. 

 

Accordingly, while EP has great potential to make prescribing safer (especially in paediatrics where 

dose assistance and checking could be highly beneficial), it is only likely to offer a partial solution. 

Many of the underlying causes of errors outlined above - such as distractions, rushing and acting 

beyond limitations - can apply within EP as much as they do when prescribing by hand. For this 

reason, it is essential that prescribing safety measures address the specific issues raised by EP and 

support practitioners in its use, rather than allowing it to create a false sense of security. 

Independent prescribing 

Independent prescribing by non-medical groups including pharmacists and nurse practitioners is 

another promising area in reducing prescribing error. The EQUIP study showed that nurse and 

pharmacist independent prescribers’ error rates were comparable to those of consultants, and 

lower than those of junior doctors.27 Another study showed a reduction in errors when a pharmacist 

independent prescriber was tasked with completing medicines reconciliation and writing drug 

charts.69 While less is known about independent prescribers’ impact in paediatric settings, they have 

the potential to bring similar benefits. It is important to remember, however, that currently junior 

doctors write the vast majority of prescriptions, particularly those required out-of-hours. It may be 

that expanding independent prescribers’ role leaves them increasingly susceptible to the systemic 

causes of errors outlined above, possibly increasing their rate of error (and may also impact junior 

doctors’ capability by reducing their practical experience). 

  



Supporting safer prescribing 

 

The first section of this article provides information to attune pharmacists and other practitioners to 

error-prone aspects of prescribing and guide systemic analysis of prescribing error. This evidence can 

directly inform the content of prescribing education, which should emphasise the different 

challenges in prescribing for children and potential sources of error.  

 

This second section now considers the implications of this evidence - particularly that describing 

errors’ underlying causes - for how pharmacists can support safer prescribing. Pharmacists support 

safe prescribing in many different ways, including checking prescriptions in clinical areas or during 

dispensing, collecting and reviewing audit data, contributing to risk management processes, 

implementing EP systems, and taking part in quality improvement initiatives. Given the complex, 

multi-factorial causes of error, all of these activities are necessary. This section’s focus, however, is 

on prescribing education, which is a particularly important yet potentially overlooked area. While 

education does makes up a significant part of pharmacists’ workload, it has been described as ‘low-

value intervention’ in promoting patient safety.70 Similarly, the ‘hierarchy of intervention 

effectiveness’ places education at the bottom, with human factors solutions such as automation and 

forcing functions to be strongly preferred.71 The evidence outlined above, however, shows that 

prescribing for children is a highly complex task that still relies heavily on practitioners’ capability, 

motivation, skill and experience. This implies that, while systems solutions are undoubtedly 

required, they may struggle to address prescribing error alone - the difficulties faced during 

implementation of EP systems representing an example of this.41,52 Meanwhile, evidence shows that 

recent educational approaches, which go beyond raising awareness and focus on behaviour change 

outcomes, can be effective in addressing prescribing error.72,73 This article suggests that 

reconceptualising what is thought of as ‘education’, and adopting up-to-date practices based on best 

evidence, can help to counteract its reputation as a low-value intervention and support safer 

prescribing. 

 

The complex, multi-factorial nature of prescribing errors in children suggests that educational 

approaches to error prevention should: 

 Be data-driven (incorporating evidence from chart review, clinical audit, critical incidents, EP 

data etc.) and based on an in-depth understanding of how errors happen, generated in 

collaboration with prescribers and frontline staff74 



 Be informed by evidence and go beyond increasing knowledge, raising awareness or providing 

information, and instead focus on behaviour change75 

 Be embedded within the working context, not just delivered in classrooms or via electronic 

learning27 

 Exist as part of a package of measures, with an ethos of learning and improvement, that 

promotes a safety culture76 

 

When presented with an error, pharmacists should consider using an analytical framework (such as 

those described previously in ‘Understanding error causation’) to help elicit the error’s underlying 

causes, thinking about both the generic and paediatric-specific factors at play. Table 2 offers an 

example of how the COM-B model (with consideration of task-related factors incorporated) can be 

applied to a reported error, an approach that could be supported by gathering information through 

conversation with the staff members involved. This sort of analysis guides what sort of response 

might be most effective in preventing error in future. In this error, for example, it may be helpful to 

offer training on age and weight-based dosing schedules in paediatrics. This may not be sufficient, 

however, if prescribers do not see the need to look up resources or feel under too much pressure to 

do so. In this case, a feedback conversation supporting the prescriber to reflect on the situation, and 

possible strategies to change behaviour, may be helpful. Alternatively, systems changes such as 

preventing prescribing during ward rounds or making the BNFc more accessible might be 

appropriate. These strategies are not mutually exclusive; in many cases, a multi-pronged approach 

(e.g. ‘bundle interventions’) will be most effective. 

 

Table 2: Analysis of a reported error guided by COM-B model 

A three day old was prescribed flucloxacillin 62.5mg four times daily for five days. However, the 
BNFc states that for neonates under seven days the dose is 25mg/kg twice daily. When the doctor 
was contacted she said she had just copied the details from a prescription written by another 
doctor without referring to the BNFc. 
Prescribing 
task 

Individualised dosing based on age; prescribing for neonates with different dose 
schedules 

Capability Lack of awareness of different dosing schedules; inexperience 
Opportunity Availability of another prescription to copy; BNFc may not have been readily to 

hand; second check/advice may not have been easily accessible 
Motivation Attempting to save time, get the job done quickly without seeking further 

information 
Behaviour Copying another prescription; prescribing without looking it up 

 



Prescribing education 

Education, both before and after qualification, is seen as a key part of ensuring safe prescribing, the 

delivery of which clinical pharmacists are often expected to support. Yet medical students and 

newly-graduated doctors feel strongly that they are not well prepared to prescribe.77 Most of their 

undergraduate prescribing education is ‘off-the-job’ and relies on simulation, classroom-based 

training and assessment rather than experiential learning in context; for instance, a survey found 

only 35% of medical students had filled in a drug chart more than three times during training.78 Even 

after graduation, much prescribing education occurs in classroom settings rather than within 

practice itself.79 While these approaches are necessary to develop foundational knowledge, the 

complex, contextualised nature of prescribing errors mean that off-the-job measures alone will not 

be able to tackle the prescribing safety problem. This is especially true for paediatric prescribing, 

which places specific demands on prescribers but, due to congested curricula, receives relatively 

limited attention within undergraduate training.30 

On this basis, a greater emphasis should be placed on informal educational opportunities that take 

place within the working context. At undergraduate level, this includes giving medical students the 

opportunity to prescribe under supervision (including prescribing for children).80 In postgraduate 

practice this could involve giving feedback (discussed in detail below), addressing medication safety 

issues within multidisciplinary handovers or discussing prescribing decisions during ward rounds. 

Measures such as these, which seek the involvement of a wide range of stakeholders and promote 

shared decision making, have the potential to go beyond individual development and positively impact 

workplace culture. Pharmacists might also give consideration to how they can be available to support 

prescribers’ education during prescribing – a process known as ‘feedforward’ - including those looking 

after children in clinical areas without formal paediatric pharmacy cover.  

More formal learning opportunities, which could include prescribing workshops, practice 

calculations and simulated prescribing scenarios, should augment this approach. The content of 

these should focus on practical aspects of prescribing – taking account of the causes of errors 

outlined - and respond to real life issues and requests from prescribers. Induction processes, 

particularly for prescribers who have not worked with children before, should outline paediatric-

specific prescribing practices and offer specific advice on performing calculations. Formally testing 

individuals or restricting prescribing responsibility to certain groups, however, is unlikely to be 

helpful (albeit there may be individuals, such as those with specific difficulties with calculations, who 

should be offered a greater level of support). Recently developed online resources, such as 



Paediatric SCRIPT and those offered by the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health, may be 

useful to support these approaches.81,82 

 

Prescribing feedback 

 

Feedback, described as ‘the cornerstone of effective clinical teaching’,83 has the potential to support 

prescribers’ ongoing professional development and prescribing performance. Feedback works by 

raising self-awareness, encouraging reflection and reducing the gap between perceived and actual 

performance.84,85 A growing body of evidence underpins its use, with systematic reviews suggesting 

that feedback can have small but important impacts on professional practice,86–88 particularly when 

targeting outcomes such as safe prescribing.88 In paediatrics specifically, feedback interventions have 

reduced prescribing errors.89–92 Accordingly professional bodies including the Royal Pharmaceutical 

Society and the Royal College of Physicians have stressed the importance of prescribing feedback,9 

especially for junior doctors.93  

 

In practice, however, learners often complain that feedback is insufficient, infrequent or of low 

quality.84,94  In particular, prescribers have reported a lack of feedback on, and awareness of, their own 

prescribing errors.27,95–97 In many cases – 83% of detected errors in one study98 - hospital pharmacists 

correct errors without telling the prescriber.99 This approach, while maintaining safety in the short 

term, can be seen as a missed learning opportunity; in fact, where feedback is absent, limited, or of 

poor quality, prescribers may develop false perceptions that they are performing well and continue 

making the same prescribing errors at the expense of patient safety.100  

 

What should feedback look like? 

 

This article proposes that feedback is a key resource in promoting prescribing safety, and that 

opportunities to deliver feedback should be increased. But what does good practice in giving feedback 

look like? While most pharmacists interact with prescribers on daily basis, there is debate in 

educational literature about what sort of interactions should be considered feedback. A recent 

definition describes feedback as ‘a process whereby learners obtain information about their work in 

order to appreciate the similarities and differences between the appropriate standards for any given 

work, and the qualities of the work itself, in order to generate improved work.’101 Others have argued, 

however, that ‘the provision of static information, whether in the form of grades, ratings or written 

comments, is not feedback because such information does not (cannot) dynamically engage with the 



learner… [during feedback] a shared understanding or solution needs to be developed that neither 

party possessed before.’102 This article proposes that practitioners involved in delivering feedback to 

learners should aspire to the latter definition because this type of feedback that is much more likely 

to lead to meaningful changes in practice.  

 

To deliver this sort of feedback in practice, educators should consider both the conditions under 

which feedback is given and the feedback process itself.84,100,103  Systematic reviews86–88 have 

reported that effective feedback should be timely, frequent and integrated into routine practice. 

Feedback is best facilitated by a colleague in a setting conducive to relaxed and open discussion, 

with verbal delivery – a conversation - supported by written information. Doctors consider 

pharmacists, who work closely with them on hospital wards and routinely observe their prescribing, 

well placed to deliver prescribing feedback.95,104,105  

 

The feedback process can be either directive or facilitative.106 Directive feedback simply informs the 

learner of what requires correction via a monologue in which the learner is a passive recipient. 

Pharmacists acknowledge that, while this is the more routine process of correcting prescribing errors, 

it is unlikely to change prescribing practice.100 Commonly used feedback tools, such as the feedback 

sandwich (which structures feedback into positive, then negative, then positive comments) are 

directive in nature and do not appear to impact actual performance.107 In contrast, facilitative 

feedback (which aligns with the second definition of feedback outlined above) is a constructive and 

dynamic process in which the facilitator uses open questions and comments to help learners 

understand and revise their own prescribing decisions and practices.106 It begins by seeking the 

prescriber’s understanding of the situation and what caused it; this two-way dialogue facilitates 

acceptability of feedback. It focuses on prescribing performance in relation to specific events rather 

than prescribers’ overall competence or personal characteristics. The ‘data’ to inform these 

discussions can come from errors identified in routine practice or through incident reporting, or may 

be offered by prescribers themselves. Facilitative feedback leads to negotiated, prescriber-specific 

action plans, emphasising commitments to behaviour change. Because facilitative feedback involves 

a discussion about errors’ underlying causes, it should also remain open to solutions beyond the 

individual prescriber, such as system changes. Together, these features mean that facilitative 

feedback enables reflective practice, an essential component of prescribing,9 and has the potential to 

shape future prescribing practice rather than just raising awareness.108  

 



From this description, it is clear that giving feedback is itself a learned skill that requires practice and 

reflection. Table 3 offers practical tips to help practitioners hoping to improve how they facilitate 

prescribing feedback. 

 

Table 3:  Top tips for delivering and enabling effective prescribing feedback conversations 

Do… Don’t… 
Engage with medical, pharmacy and clinical 
education teams to explore opportunities for 
introducing prescribing feedback conversations 
and to receive support to do this 

Expect prescribing feedback conversations to 
occur without ongoing support, leadership and 
training  

Enquire about prescribers’ experience in 
working with children and ask them how 
comfortable they are performing calculations 

Assume that prescribers are familiar with 
paediatric-specific issues or possess 
mathematical skills 

Plan for the feedback session, negotiate a 
suitable time and quiet location for you and the 
prescriber, and explain the purpose of the 
session 

Attempt to deliver feedback when the 
prescriber is otherwise busy or distracted or 
not expecting feedback 

Ensure feedback is timely (as close to the event 
as possible) 

Leave feedback for such a long period of time 
that the prescriber cannot recall the event  

Provide evidence of prescriber performance (in 
the form of audit and example prescriptions) 

Discuss prescribing performance without 
specific examples to support the conversation  

Invite the prescriber to assess and reflect on 
their performance. What went well? What 
needs to improve?  

Tell them what they have done and what they 
need to do  

Be non-judgemental Judge prescribing performance or compare 
prescribers to other people 

Deliver feedback on good prescribing 
performance and areas for improvement  

Assume feedback is just for prescribing errors 

Be specific with feedback on a behaviour for 
what you have observed directly or indirectly 
(for example, a prescribing error you have 
identified) 

Deliver generalised or vague feedback (“Your 
prescribing is great/poor!”) not related to 
specific facts, or based on the prescriber’s 
personality or something you have not 
observed  
 

Preferably deliver individualised feedback that 
is both verbal and written 

Deliver written feedback on its own as this 
limits potential for interaction, clarification and 
goal setting 

Encourage discussion and reflection with open 
questions: 

 How do you think the prescription 
went? 

 Why do you think this happened? 
 What do you think are the risks of…? 

Use only closed questions as conversation and 
dialogue will be limited 



 Where were you at the time? 
 How did you feel at the time? 
 What have you learnt from this 

feedback session?  
 If you were in a similar prescribing 

situation again would you do anything 
differently? 

 Are there systems changes that could 
support you in this? 

Negotiate and agree on a prescribing action 
plan to reinforce or improve specific prescribing 
practices 

Fail to set goals and actions for future 
prescribing behaviour 

Ask the prescriber to summarise the key points 
of the session 

Assume that the prescriber understands or 
agrees with what has been discussed 

Self-reflect after the feedback session is 
completed. What went well?  What would you 
do differently next time? Can you seek 
feedback on your own performance or access 
training to support the process? 

Assume that facilitating feedback conversations 
requires no skill or training 

Ensure feedback is frequent and delivered more 
than once 

Assume a single prescribing feedback 
conversation will be sufficient for ongoing 
optimal prescribing 

 

Challenges 

While the approaches outlined are based on evidence and represent current best practice, barriers 

exist to their implementation. Analysing errors, delivering education and giving feedback are time-

consuming processes that need specific skills and experience. This is a particularly important issue 

because many children are looked after in clinical areas that may not have dedicated paediatric 

pharmacist provision. Ultimately, additional staff such as paediatric clinical pharmacists, medication 

safety officers and education and training pharmacists, will be needed for improvements to be fully 

realised. Nonetheless, many of the principles outlined can be integrated into pharmacists’ existing 

role and workload. There may be more benefit, for example, in prioritising a smaller number of in-

depth feedback conversations rather than flagging every incorrect prescription. Similarly, only some 

errors, based on risk and their potential to inform improvement, need be analysed in detail. Other 

errors could be discussed more briefly, such as during handovers. Reported errors can also be used 

effectively in aggregate.25 These approaches, all of which which are intended to emphasise learning 

rather than apportioning individual responsibility, may have knock-on effects in promoting a safety 

culture. 



It is recognised that many of these approaches apply in frontline hospital settings but may be more 

difficult to implement when errors are detected in dispensaries or community pharmacists. While a 

working knowledge of common paediatric prescribing errors may support error detection, giving 

prescribers education or feedback may be outside the remit of pharmacists in the community. In 

these cases, liaising with the relevant hospital or primary care pharmacist may be most appropriate. 

Additionally, opportunities for community pharmacists and primary care colleagues to meet as part 

of continuing professional development are likely to be helpful.  



Conclusion 

 
Prescribing errors are a common and important cause of preventable harm in children that current 

efforts are failing to address. Consistent with emerging evidence in adults, more research is needed 

to further define their characteristics and, in particular, their underlying causes, so that solutions can 

be driven by evidence that takes account of the specific nature of paediatric prescribing. These 

solutions should themselves be the subject of research that evaluates how they work and how they 

can be implemented in other settings, as well as their effectiveness. The limited evidence that 

currently exists suggests that prescribing errors in children result from a range of paediatric-specific 

issues in combination with a host of individual, interpersonal and environmental factors. While the 

increasing number of independent prescribers and the implementation of electronic prescribing 

systems are grounds for optimism, it is clear that root causes of errors will persist and there will be 

an ongoing need to support prescribing safety. This article advocates a data-driven approach to 

addressing error, focused on eliciting and responding to their systemic causes. Guided by this 

information, multiple complementary interventions, including those at a system level, should be 

considered. Less extensive changes to everyday practice, however, can also bring about significant 

improvement. Education, in particular, when used thoughtfully and according to best evidence, has 

the potential to resist its reputation as a low-value intervention and make paediatric prescribing 

safer. 

 

Box 2: Best practice pointers for pharmacists attempting to promote safer prescribing for children 

 Prioritise high-risk error types, medications, patient groups and areas of practice, where 

possible guided by data from within local practice 

 When designing paediatric education, consider both paediatric-specific and generic causes 

of errors, including individualised dosing, calculations and prescribers’ level of experience 

 Use frameworks to support detailed analysis of the systemic causes of errors, such as the 

Swiss cheese model or the COM-B framework 

 Select the most effective approach to preventing errors based on their underlying causes; 

consider complementary interventions of different types 

 Emphasise informal educational opportunities within practice rather than classroom 

teaching  

 Make behaviour change the target of education and quality improvement interventions, not 

just provision of information 



 Use a facilitative style of feedback to help prescribers reflect on their prescribing and 

commit to meaningful changes in practice 

 Explicitly and deliberately emphasise errors’ potential to stimulate learning within teams 

rather than apportioning individual responsibility  

 Carefully consider how electronic prescribing systems are adapted for use in children and 

give prescribers practical support prescribers in their use  
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Multiple choice questions 

 

1. Prescribing errors are estimated to occur in what percentage of written medication orders 

in hospitalised children? 

a. 1% 

b. 6% 

c. 13% 

d. 19% 

e. 23% 

 

2. Which of these medication groups is most commonly involved in reported paediatric 

prescribing errors? 

a. Antimicrobials 

b. Corticosteroids 

c. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 

d. Anticonvulsants 

e. Antacids  

 

3. Which of these error types is most common in children? 

a. Wrong dose 

b. Wrong frequency 

c. Wrong route 

d. Wrong formulation 

e. Wrong drug choice 

 

4. Which of these high-alert medication groups is commonly involved in paediatric 

prescribing errors? 

a. Anticoagulants 

b. Opiates 

c. Antiarrhythmics 

d. Chemotherapeutic agents 

e. Sulfonylureas 

 

5. Putting a decimal point in the wrong place when prescribing is most likely to represent 



which type of active failure within Reason’s Swiss cheese model of accident causation? 

a. Slip 

b. Lapse 

c. Rule-based mistake 

d. Knowledge-based mistake 

e. Violation 

 

6. The COM-B model is most appropriately used to support: 

a. Increasing knowledge 

b. Better awareness of errors 

c. Change in behaviour 

d. Improved communication 

e. Greater self-confidence 

 

7. Which of these errors results from the need to provide individualised dosing for children? 

a. Using an adult fluid balance chart instead of a paediatric one 

b. Miscalculating a dose based on body surface area 

c. Failing to look up the BNFc 

d. Not using a second source of information during medicines reconciliation 

e. Choosing an inappropriate medication 

 

8. Off-license prescribing is common in children because: 

a. There is a lack of paediatric-specific evidence to support medication use 

b. Most medications do not have UK licences 

c. Children often need higher doses than on the product licence 

d. Medications used in children are not usually used in adults 

e. Unlicenced medication use is not associated with adverse effects 

 

9. Prescribing liquid medications in millilitres instead of milligrams increases risk of error 

because: 

a. Solutions often exist in multiple strengths 

b. Doses in millilitres are imprecise 

c. Parents expect the dose to be in milligrams when giving medicines 

d. Liquid medications are not usually measured in millilitres 



e. Most liquid medications are used off-licence 

 

10. Paediatric prescribing errors can be particularly hard to detect because: 

a. In young children, even small volumes can represent significant overdoses 

b. The range of medications used in children is wider 

c. Errors occur less commonly than in adults 

d. There is no clear reference standard to check doses against 

e. Children are usually on multiple medications 

 

11. Which of these represents an environmental factor that has been linked to prescribing 

errors in children? 

a. Individualised dosing 

b. Interruption 

c. BNFc unclear 

d. Lack of knowledge 

e. Inexperience 

 

12. Which of these represents a cause of error specifically associated with electronic 

prescribing? 

a. Alert fatigue 

b. Miscalculation 

c. Distraction 

d. Forgotten signature 

e. Inaccessible dose information 

 

13. The contextualised nature of prescribing errors means that which form of education is 

likely to be most effective in preventing them? 

a. Undergraduate therapeutics pharmacology and therapeutics teaching 

b. Simulated patient care scenarios with a prescribing component 

c. In-situ supervised prescribing experience 

d. E-learning package based around common prescribing scenarios 

e. A written test assessing prescribing competence with feedback afterwards 

 



14. A constructive and dynamic style of feedback that helps learners understand and revise 

their own prescribing practices is referred to as 

a. Facilitative feedback 

b. Productive feedback 

c. Negative feedback 

d. Directive feedback 

e. Purposeful feedback 

 

15. Which of these feedback practices is most likely to be effective? 

a. Having a conversation with a prescriber about a prescribing error they have made  

b. A newsletter summarising characteristics of reported errors 

c. A post-it note on a drug chart 

d. Pointing out a prescribing error made by a junior doctor during a ward round 

e. An end of a placement meeting summarising errors made 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


